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ABSTRACT
This discussion is concerned with the radar-data analysis and usage involved in the building of model orbital debris (OD) populations in the near-Earth environment, focusing on radar cross section (RCS). While varying with radar wavelength, physical dimension, material composition, overall shape and structure, the RCS of an irregular object is also strongly dependent on its spatial orientation. The historical records of observed RCSs for cataloged OD objects in the Space Surveillance Network are usually distributed over an RCS range, forming respective characteristic patterns. The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Size Estimation Model provides an empirical probability-density function of RCS as a function of “effective diameter” (or “characteristic length”), which makes it feasible to predict possible RCS distributions for a given model OD population and to link data with model from a statistical perspective. The discussion also includes application of the widely used method of moments (MoM) and the Generalized Multi-particle Mie-solution (GMM) in the prediction of the RCS of arbitrarily shaped objects. Theoretical calculation results for an aluminum cube are compared with corresponding experimental measurements.

1 INTRODUCTION
Key observational data used in the building and updating of model orbital debris (OD) populations in the near-Earth environment for objects in millimeter and centimeter size ranges includes radar measurements of radar cross section (RCS), polarization, range, and range-rate. OD objects, such as satellite explosion and collision fragments, as well as small pieces generated from regular, non-violent processes of surface material degradation or from surface bombing of micrometeoroids and small debris particles, are mostly of irregular shape. In general, radar data does not provide directly and explicitly physical and geometrical measurements for a target, which are essential in the description and characterization of the debris populations. Instead, the desired information is complexly embedded in measured RCSs and polarizations. RCS is a property of a radar target’s reflectivity and does not necessarily bear a straightforward relationship with its geometrical cross-sectional area. For non-spherical objects, an object’s RCS may vary significantly with its spatial orientation presented to the radar beam. In reality, an observed RCS may well be attributed to objects of considerably different sizes, materials, shapes, or structures.

To relate RCS with object “size” in a practically beneficial way, NASA developed a Size Estimation Model (SEM), based on laboratory (mono-static) RCS measurements for a set of representative debris objects (hypervelocity impact fragments) over a range of radar frequencies and spatial orientations [1, 2]. The smooth curve in the SEM presents the orientation- and shape-averaged RCS as a monotonic function of target “SEM-size.” When having a large number of RCS measured for an OD object by a radar over a time period, such as in the case of cataloged objects tracked in the Space Surveillance Network (SSN), the one-to-one RCS-to-SEM-size mapping according to the SEM smooth curve will provide a fairly good estimate for the size of the object based on mean or median RCS. In addition, for a large set of RCS data, obtained with the radar operating in the beam-park (or staring) mode, the standard SEM converts the RCSs to a rough size distribution, as a first approximation. It is emphasized that, besides the simplified one-to-one averaged-RCS-to-SEM-size conversion, the NASA SEM provides an empirical probability-density function (PDF) of RCS for a given size. Such an informative PDF of RCS gives approximately the probability of measuring an RCS value conditioned on the size-to-wavelength ratio, which is useful for the modeling of OD populations based on staring-mode radar data. Given a radar and viewing geometry, the PDF of RCS helps to reasonably predict the RCS distributions for a model OD population, and to possibly improve the model by best matching model predictions with observed RCS distributions statistically.

Reliable theoretical prediction of the RCS demands an accurate exposition of the intricate interaction between radiation and matter. Theoretical approaches exist that are applicable to solving radiative scattering by arbitrary
material bodies. A widely used numerical approach is the method of moments (MoM) or boundary element method (BEM). As applied to electromagnetic scattering problems, it was originally proposed in [3]. The MoM requires only the discretization of surface rather than volume and is a powerful alternative to the popular finite element method. The Generalized Multi-particle Mie-solution (GMM) [4-6] is a rigorous radiative scattering theory for arbitrary multi-body systems, which has a special version, GMM-PA, applicable specifically to periodic structures [7-9]. The GMM-PA provides a feasible way to study the scattering by an arbitrarily shaped body through a characteristic, finite periodic array (PA) comprising a huge number of identical component units. This is to put together a large amount of mass “points” to represent a material body and takes into account the intricate interaction of scattered radiation among the constituent elements. Using a cubic electric conductor as an example, theoretical predictions generally agree with published experimental data. Some basic considerations and implications in applying the MoM and GMM in RCS predictions are briefly discussed.

2 RADAR CROSS SECTIONS OBSERVED IN TRACKING AND STARING MODES

The SSN tracks large (≥~10 cm) objects in the near-Earth environment. The recorded historical RCS measurements for cataloged objects generally show a probability-density distribution. Given a specific radar, the orientation- and shape-dependences are the main causes responsible for the observed pattern of RCS variation, aside from random observation errors. The RCS distribution pattern is closely connected with the shape and structure of an object. Figure 1 shows two examples for the probability-frequency distributions of the observed RCSs of catalog objects. The observed RCSs shown include data up to April 5, 2019.

![Fig. 1. Probability frequency distribution of the RCSs, the Eglin radar observed until April 05, 2019, for two breakup fragments, the SSN catalog objects with Sat. ID# 00159 and 00657.](image)

Unlike the large objects, radar detections of millimeter- and sub-centimeter OD objects are collected when the radar is operated in the staring mode, which are only small samplings from the vast OD environment. In the staring mode, an object stays in a radar’s field of view for only a very short time. The RCS of a radar detection is assumed to be measured when its spatial orientation (i.e., the aspect angle the target presents to the radar beam) has no significant change due to the short time interval that the object is within the radar beam, while the orientation is an occurrence of chance for a tumbling, irregular object. Figure 2 shows the distributions of total RCS and circular polarization over altitude for all detections with total RCS ≥ -60.73 dBsm (equivalent to “SEM-size” ≥ 3.16 mm) in the HUSIR data set of calendar year (CY) 2014, collected with the radar, HUSIR, pointing to 75° elevation and East [10]. Displayed in Fig. 2 are detection number-density distributions with bin-sizes of 20 km for altitude, 1 dBsm for RCS, and 2.5% for the polarization. As it is well known, due to mainly the unique polarization properties of homogeneous and isotropic spheres in exact back-scattering, the special family of sodium-potassium (NaK) droplets can be identified and extracted from radar detections [11,12]. Shown in Fig. 3 is the cumulative distribution of RCS for HUSIR 75°E data of CY 2014 and 2015 after the removal of NaK detections, referred to as “NoNaK.” An appropriate use of a radar data set concerns the limiting size inherit in the data. The HUSIR radar is limited in detection sensitivity to target sizes roughly > ~ 5 mm at altitudes under ~1000 km and has an issue of detection efficiency at high altitudes for sizes < ~1 cm.
3 RADAR-DETECTION AND RCS PREDICTION FOR A MODEL OD POPULATION

In the modeling of OD populations, observed RCS distributions are compared against model predictions to inspect and improve models. A model population consists of a large number of earth orbits. The probability of an object being detected by a radar for a given viewing geometry in the staring mode is determined by the orbital parameters and the number of objects on the orbit. The prediction of the RCS of the possible detection requires taking into account the probability-density distribution of RCS for the specified “size” of the objects on an orbit. Currently available for use in such RCS predictions are the NASA SEM provided empirical probability distributions of RCS.

3.1 Empirical probability-density distribution of RCS provided in the NASA SEM

The NASA SEM provided empirical probability-density function of RCS, as a function of wavelength-normalized size, is a size-dependent linear combination of gamma and log-normal distribution densities, derived from the large set of static laboratory RCS measurements, the RCS database of the SEM [1]. The left panel of Fig. 4 shows these PDFs for the case when the transmitted radar wave is right-hand circularly polarized. Shown in the right panel of Fig. 4 are the PDFs for five individual values of wavelength-normalized size: 0.29, 0.51, 2.88, 9.12, and 28.8.
Fig. 4. Probability distribution functions (PDFs), $p(y \mid x)$, of circular-polarization RCS, provided in NASA SEM, where $x = \text{size}/\lambda$, $y$ is RCS/$\lambda^2$ in dB, and $\lambda$ is radar wavelength (left), and the PDFs at the discrete values of $x = 0.29, 0.51, 2.88, 9.12, \text{and} 28.8$ (right).

### 3.2 Model OD populations

There are different ways to build model populations for different size regimes. Critical evolutionary source-models, such as LEGEND [13, 14], provide benchmark model OD populations in the modeling of the OD environment. LEGEND attempts to reproduce and mimic all known historical breakup (BU) events, creating explosion or collision fragments down to 1 mm in size, based on the NASA Standard Breakup Model (SBM) [15] for the majority of the BU events in the large-scale background. For some BU events, believed to be extraordinary, LEGEND allows to use specific custom scaling factors other than the common one that the 2001 NASA SBM recommends. In LEGEND, all objects are propagated forward to a desired time. Figure 5 shows the object-number density distributions of the LEGEND ≥1 cm model population of June 2014 in the two-dimensional orbital parameter spaces of eccentricity versus perigee altitude (left panel), and eccentricity versus inclination (right panel).

Fig. 5. Object-number density distribution of LEGEND ≥1 cm model population (June 2014) in the two-dimensional space of eccentricity versus perigee altitude (left) and eccentricity versus inclination (right).

### 3.3 An example for the comparison of radar-observed and model-predicted RCS distributions

Depending on the size distribution in specified earth orbits, a model OD population has its specific, expected staring-mode RCS distribution for a radar pointing to a given direction. Since an object of a given size may contribute to a range of possible observed RCS, the RCS prediction relies on a best available PDF of RCS to estimate the probability of being observed for a specific RCS. Given a limiting value of RCS and its corresponding SEM-size (i.e., the size converted from the smooth SEM curve for the given RCS), objects of size smaller than the SEM-size will have contributions to the RCSs greater than the limiting RCS. Figure 6 shows the cumulative RCS...
distribution in HUSIR 75ºE data of CY 2014, together with the model-predicted contribution from the LEGEND population of 2014. The predictions shown in the left panel for a given RCS include contributions only from objects of size > the corresponding SEM-size, while those shown in the right panel include also contributions from objects of size smaller than the SEM-size. Note that, besides LEGEND model populations, the HUSIR data include contributions from some other special types of component OD families that are treated outside LEGEND.

![Graph](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

**Fig. 6.** Cumulative distribution of RCS in HUSIR CY2014 75E data (shown together with Poisson limits at the single-side confidence level of 84.13%) compared with the model-predicted contribution from the partially scaled LEGEND population of 2014. The predictions shown in the left panel for a given RCS include contributions only from objects of size > the corresponding SEM-size, while those shown in the right panel also include contributions from objects of sizes smaller than the SEM-size.

4 **THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF RCS**

Both experimental and theoretical studies of RCS are beneficial to deepening our insight in RCS data analysis. The comparison between experimental results and theoretical predictions is an effective way to test and validate theory or theoretical models. However, strictly speaking, the test is mutual. The theoretical investigation of RCS, studying the scattering characteristics of objects and calculating desired scattering quantities at arbitrary points of interest, enables visualization of the scattered spatial distributions and surface current on electrically conducting bodies. It is profitable to conduct parametric studies using a theoretical versus strictly measurement-based approach in the optimization of theoretical models. Many different methods are available for the theoretical analysis purposes. These include the finite element method (FEM), finite-difference time domain (FDTD), the Finite Integration Technique (FIT), the MoM – and their many variants, the Multiple-Sphere T-matrix (MSTM) [16], the GMM, the Discrete Dipole Approximation (DDA) [17], and others. As always, every theoretical or numerical solution method has its regime of validity and limitations in practical applications. This section briefly discusses the application of the MoM and GMM in RCS predictions, using an aluminum cube as the illustrative example for the comparison between theoretical and experimental results.

4.1 **The Method of Moments (MoM)**

As applied in the radiative scattering area, the MoM is a full wave solution technique to Maxwell’s equations, with many different academic, government, and commercial implementations available. The MoM software used to study radar scattering phenomenon in this paper is the Electromagnetic Interactions GEneRalized (EIGER) software [18]. EIGER was developed in collaboration with Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Sandia National Laboratory, University of Houston, US Navy Space and Naval Warfare Systems Command, and NASA. It implements many of the popular MoM formulations including the Electric Field Integral Equation; Magnetic Field Integral Equation; Combined Field Integral Equation; Poggio, Miller, Chew, Harrington, Wu, and Tsai (PMCHWT) formulation for dielectric materials, as well as hybrid BEM and FEM formulations. EIGER has been successfully applied to both radar scattering and antenna radiation problems with a few representative examples depicted in Figure 7 [19-21]. It has been characterized extensively and compared with measurements over many different projects conducted by the software development organizations, and the underlying methods are widely used in commercial software tools [22,23].
4.2 The Generalized Multi-particle Mie-solution (GMM) and its special version of GMM-PA

Analogous to the Lorenz-Mie theory for single homogeneous and isotropic spheres, there are well-established, comprehensive analytical solutions to the ensemble scattering of electromagnetic radiation. The GMM is such an extension from the classical Lorenz-Mie theory, a rigorous and complete solution to the electromagnetic scattering of a monochromatic plane wave by an arbitrary multi-body configuration, tested by some systematic experimental scrutiny [e.g., 24]. The computer codes of GMM (in FORTRAN) were released to the public in 2001. Literally, the general GMM approach does not place any restriction on the size, shape, material composition, structure, and morphology of the constituent units in an ensemble. It solves individual (or partial) scattered fields of all component scattering bodies in their respective, displaced coordinate systems, with scattered waves from all other components translated and added to the incident field for a given component unit. While the generality is advantageous on one hand, there are disadvantages in practical calculations on the other hand, as regards computing time requirements in particular. For an array consisting of \( N \) component particles, the required computing time is roughly proportional to \( N^2 \). In practical calculations, this solution process becomes demanding in both computer power and computing time, when the number of component scattering bodies are not small (say, \( >> 10^3 \) for wavelength-sized components).

Fig. 7. Exemplars for radar scattering and radiation problems modeled by EIGER.  The bistatic RCS for Cosmos 2251 at 5 GHz (a), surface currents induced by a dual whip antenna at 10 MHz (b), and the radiation pattern for an S-band, multi-antenna element beamformer on an EVA suit (c). Credit: (a) [19], Fig. 5, permission granted by the author Horsley, M., (b) [20], Fig. 4, permission granted by Naval Engineers Journal.
Responses of bulk material to external sources of electromagnetic radiation are the cooperative reaction of its constituent subdivisions. The radiative scattering properties of a solid body are essentially the unified manifestation of all individual volume elements. To study the radiative scattering from an arbitrary, rigid material body, a practicable way is to substitute it with a characteristic, finite PA of densely packed, tiny particles, given an overall shape and macroscopic structure. This is conceivable especially when an individual component volume is sufficiently small so that the excited radiative field inside a component unit becomes homogeneous and the scattered field strength from such an individual constituent subdivision is proportional to its volume. As mentioned earlier, the GMM has a special version of GMM-PA developed recently, which is applicable specifically to periodic structures. The development of the special PA-approach relies on the favorable periodicity of the spatial structures of PAs combined with distinct features of GMM, such as the direct use of precise phase terms for both incident and scattered radiation when solving far-field scattering. It brings remarkable savings in computing time, in comparison with the standard GMM procedure. The GMM-PA approach opens a practicable way to probe radiative scattering properties of material bodies, either regular or irregular in shape, through a characteristic, finite PA comprising a huge number of identical component units.

As stressed in [7, 8], the special PA-formulation of GMM holds precise merely for PAs of infinite extents that have no edge (and thus lack practical meaning). For PAs of finite lengths, the tradeoff is that the “edge effect” introduces certain numerical errors into numerical solutions, the significance of which depends on the total number of replica units in a PA. As practical GMM-PA calculation results indicate, the edge effect recedes as the number of component particles in a PA increases. In other words, the PA-approach provides sufficiently accurate numerical solutions to the finite PAs that have a sufficiently large number of component unit cells. In principle, the GMM-PA places no restriction on the shape or structure of the individual component unit and the total number of the constituent units. The prerequisite is that the $T$-matrix [25, 26] of an individual scattering unit in independent scattering (i.e., when it is isolated) are known analytically (such as for homogeneous and isotropic spheres) or can be computed with a satisfactory precision for given physical and geometrical parameters. In addition, the size of the constituent unit may not be arbitrarily small as the GMM-PA formulation is classical and boundary conditions need to be well defined.

In the GMM-PA scattering calculations, there are some implications in the preparation of required input parameters. These involve basic considerations concerning the intrinsic properties of the bulk material of a scattering body. An example is the complex refractive index for both bulk material and the individual component particle. The refractive index of bulk material generally changes with incident wavelength. In many cases, the desired refractive index is not readily available. For instance, an online calculator provides the complex refractive index of aluminum up to the incident wavelength of 247.97 μm, which is $473.49 + i524.58$. The complex index of refraction is, however, a required input quantity that affects the reliability of the numerical solutions. Another example is the calculation of the skin depth in connection with the electrical conductivity, which is also important for the scattering calculations, especially for electric conductors.

In the work reported here, the formulation used to relate the complex refractive index and the electrical conductivity of a non-magnetic material is as follows [27]:

$$\sigma = \text{Re}(i\omega\varepsilon^*) = \frac{4\pi m'i m''}{\lambda_0 \mu_0 c}, $$

(1)

where $i = \sqrt{-1}$, $\sigma$ is electrical conductivity, $\omega$ is circular frequency, $\varepsilon' = \epsilon' + i\epsilon''$ is the complex dielectric constant, the asterisk represents complex conjugate, $m' = m' + im''$ is the complex refractive index, $m' = \epsilon' / \epsilon_0$, $\epsilon_0$ is the permittivity of free-space, $\lambda_0$ is wavelength in free space, $\mu_0$ is the magnetic permeability of free space, and $c$ is the speed of light. When the electrical conductivity is known, the product of $m' m''$ can be calculated for a given wavelength. For most metals, $m'$ nearly equals to $m''$ at long wavelengths.

For an incident monochromatic plane wave of wavelength $\lambda_0$ in free space, the attenuation constant $\alpha/2$ (with $\alpha$ being the absorption coefficient) in the medium of the complex refractive index $m = m' + im''$ is simply
\[
\alpha = \frac{2\pi m^*}{\lambda_0}.
\]

Based on the relation between the attenuation constant \(\alpha\) and the skin depth \(\delta_e\), we have

\[
\delta_e = 2\delta_p = \frac{2}{\alpha} = \frac{\lambda_0}{2\pi m^*},
\]

where \(\delta_p\) is the penetration depth. The skin effect becomes more apparent for good conductors as frequency increases, while it does not need to be taken into account for poor conductors or dielectric materials as far as the scattering calculations are concerned.

### 4.3 Theoretical prediction and the comparison between theoretical and experimental results

To demonstrate the application of the MoM and GMM-PA in RCS predictions, an aluminium cube with side length of 7 cm is used here as an example. Theoretical predictions are compared with experimental results. A linearly y-polarized monochromatic plane wave is incident broadside along the positive z-direction, with the y-axis parallel to four cube sides. This example is to show the wavelength dependence of RCS. The frequency of the incident plane wave ranges from 600 MHz to 18 GHz, and accordingly, the side length of the cube ranging from ~0.14 to 4 wavelength.

![Fig. 8. Dependence of the Mueller matrix element \(S_{11}\) (i.e., the scattering intensity) on scattering angle \(\theta\) and azimuth angle \(\phi\) (shown as variation with \(x = \sin\theta\cos\phi\) and \(y = \sin\theta\sin\phi\)) for the aluminium 7 cm cube under broadside incidence when the wavelength of the incident wave is 1.75 cm.](image_url)

In the GMM-PA calculations, all six surfaces of the cube are replaced by a layer of identical, touching spheres, the radius of which equals to \(\delta_e\), the skin depth at a given incident wavelength. These spheres consist of the same bulk material of aluminum and have the same complex refractive index as the cube. The skin depth changes with incident wavelength, mostly proportional to the square root of the wavelength. When the frequency of the incident plane wave is 10 GHz, i.e., of wavelength 3 cm, the skin depth is 8.1473e-5 cm and each surface is replaced by ~7.4e+7 tiny spheres. In the GMM-PA calculations, the cube is considered to consist of only these six sphere layers, i.e., hollow under the single-layer spheres. Figure 8 shows the GMM-PA computed angular distributions of the Mueller matrix element \(S_{11}\) (i.e., the scattered radiation normalized by incident intensity) of the aluminum cube in the forward and backward hemispheres at the incident wavelength of 1.75 cm. It is not surprising that the spatial distributions of the scattered far-field are similar to the far-field diffraction pattern of a square aperture. The RCS is connected with the exact backward direction, i.e., at the center of the backward-hemisphere plot (the right-side...
Note that, the spatial intensity distributions shown in Fig. 8 are with the peak projecting intensities in the central areas in both forward- and backward-scattering suppressed, in order to more clearly display the pattern of lower scattered-intensity distributions in the entire space other than the central area.

The left panel of Fig. 9 shows the MoM-predicted surface current distribution for the y-polarized, broadside incident plane wave of wavelength 3 cm. In the right panel of Fig. 9, the MoM and GMM-PA predicted broadside RCSs for the aluminium cube of side length (s) 7 cm are compared with measured data [28]. The measured data was obtained at 11 X-band frequencies on 18 solid aluminium cubes varying in side length from 5 mm to 10 cm. Many theoretical models have been proposed to predict RCS of cubic electric conductors and to match the data, a summary for which can be found in [29]. Note that the GMM-PA predictions shown in the right panel of Fig. 9 include a couple of specific treatments when the parameter \(4s/\lambda < 3\). When \(4s/\lambda > 3\), the contribution to the predicted RCS mainly comes from the front surface, while the contribution from the back surface needs to add coherently when \(4s/\lambda < 3\). In addition, when \(4s/\lambda < 1.5\), the skin depth calculated from Eq. (3) needs to be enhanced by an adjustment factor proportional to the square root of \(\lambda\). These need a convincing interpretation or clarification, which seems to involve both theoretical considerations and data collection. Recall that the data consists of RCS measurements for 18 cubes of different side lengths. In radiative scattering, the fundamental principle of electromagnetic similitude, implied in Maxwell equations, is valid only when refractive index remains the same. In reality, however, the complex refractive index of aluminium in the frequency range of the incident plane wave under study varies with the incident wavelength, proportional to the square root of the applied wavelength. The effect of the incident-wavelength dependence of the refractive index might be among those that require a further close inspection.

5 CONCLUSIONS

Important information on basic properties and structures of the large-scale OD environment is often inferred from observational data sampled under rather limited conditions. Radar data in the staring mode, indispensable to the modeling of small-size OD populations, basically are small groups of random samplings from the vast space. Most OD objects are irregular in shape, the RCS of which is strongly spatial-orientation dependent. The NASA SEM provides a probability-density distribution of RCS as a function of SEM-size, which is valuable for the prediction of RCS distributions probably observed from a model OD population. The comparison of such predicted RCS distribution with corresponding radar data helps to improve OD-population models.

Theoretical approaches exist for the theoretical study of the RCS of arbitrary solid material bodies. Two examples for them are briefly discussed. Experimental tests help to validate and possibly to improve theoretical models. The comparison between theoretical and experimental results also may help identify possible issues in the collection and usage of experimental data.
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